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Instructions: 1) All questions are compulsory.       

                    2) Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

Q.1. A) Rewrite the following sentences by choosing the correct alternative given below them:   5 

        a) She is avidly waiting for her new friend. 

 i) Nervously    ii) Angrily 

iii) Silently              iv) Eagerly      

        b) The girl wished to marry………… 

            i) A man of high station 

 ii) An educated man  

 iii) Of businessman 

 iv) A man of lowly station 

      c)  The speaker tried to give his enemy the impression that he was his……. 

 i) Well-wisher     ii) Relative        

            iii) Senior     iv) Companion 

        d) ……..is a speaker in the poem. 

 i) The Son                                     ii) The Mother 

            iii) The Father                          iv) A Peasant 

        e) The Scorpion, in the poem, is the symbol of…… 

 i) Happiness     ii) Evil 

 iii) Anger     iv) None of These 

 



       

         B)  Do as directed:                        5 

 a) Give synonym for: assault 

 b) Give antonym for : reality 

 c) Give the verb form of : conservation 

 d) My Mother never gets…………(birth/berth) in the Railway. 

  (Use the correct word from the pair and rewrite the sentence) 

 e) Use the phrase in your own sentence: “to risk” 

Q. 2) A) Answer the following questions in 3-4 sentences each.          9 

 1) Why do we worship Laxmi during Diwali? 

 2) Why did the girl come in the park? 

 3) How are anger and wrath different? 

 4) Why did Aunt Mariam tell Mulia to knot the hair? 

 5) What do the peasants pray? 

        B) Write short notes in about 8-10 lines each.             6 

 1) Cultural Practices of Rich People 

 2) Central Idea of Poison Tree 

 3) Superstitious Beliefs of the Peasants 

Q.3) A) Write a letter of application for the post of Assistant Professor in Chemistry.      5                                                                                                                                       

         B) Prepare a C.V. for getting job with imaginary details.                        5 

Q.4) A) write an Interview conversation between the Committee and the Student for  

             The post of Assistant Manager.                                                 5 

        B) i) Express your agreement or disagreement on the following topic.                       5 

             1. Computers will create unemployment in our country. 

        B) ii) Express your opinions or views on the following topic in 5 to 6 sentences.       5 

          1. Our education system is outdated.  

 



           

 

 

   

 


